
Name:  ____________________________     Spelling List E-8

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  What would you like to study in collige?      1.  _________________

2.  Macy asked the teacher a question after class.                 2.  _________________

3.  There are many legends about that creepy old manshin.    3.  _________________

4.  “I'm up for the challange!” Sammy said with a grin.      4.  _________________

5.  No camera could capture the beauty of that sunset.      5.  _________________

6.  The car passed the initial inspection at the auto shop.      6.  _________________

7.  Does a corection need to be made in this sentence?          7.  _________________

8.  The refrijerator in the kitchen was stocked with fresh food.   8.  _________________

9.  The wise merchant's fortune grew quickly in a short time.     9.  _________________

10.  In general, I do not like to drink any kind of tea.      10.  _________________

11.  This door hinje is squeaky; we need to oil it!               11.  _________________

12.  Take advantige of the extra day you have to study.    12.  _________________
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13.  Jared needed loshin on his dry, itchy skin.             13.  _________________

14.  Studying another culture is a great learning opportunity.   14.  _________________

15.  Sally is so excited for summer vacashion.                               15.   ________________

16.  Many people thought the scientist was a genious.             16.  _________________

17.  Rubies and emeralds are considered precious stones.       17.  _________________

18.     Dad wears glasses to improve his near-sighted vision.         18.  _________________

19.  Mark stood in line to feed the graffe at the zoo.    19.  _________________

20.  Ella will make a good teacher because she is patient.       20.  _________________

Review Words

21.  Make sure you offer your brother a sincere apology.    21.  _________________

22.  I hope you chouse to do the right thing.    22.  _________________

23.  Laughter is good medicine!              23.  _________________

Challenge Words

24.  Gracie wanted to chairish the memories forever.    24.  _________________

25.  The house was in shambles after the tornado.    25.  _________________
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  What would you like to study in   collige   ?           1.  college

2.  Macy asked the teacher a   question   after class.                      2.  CORRECT

3.  There are many legends about that creepy old   manshin.       3.  mansion

4.  “I'm up for the   challange   !” Sammy said with a grin.           4.  challenge

5.  No camera could   capture   the beauty of that sunset.           5.  CORRECT

6.  The car passed the   initial   inspection at the auto shop.          6.  CORRECT 

7.  Does a   corection   need to be made in this sentence?           7.  correction

8.  The   refrijerator   in the kitchen was stocked with fresh food.    8.  refrigerator 

9.  The wise merchant's   fortune   grew quickly in a short time.      9.  CORRECT

10.  In   general  , I do not like to drink any kind of tea.            10.  CORRECT 

11.  This door   hinje   is squeaky; we need to oil it!                     11.  hinge

12.  Take   advantige   of the extra day you have to study.          12.  advantage
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13.  Jared needed   loshin    on his dry, itchy skin.                     13.  lotion

14.  Studying another   culture   is a great learning opportunity.     14.  CORRECT

15.  Sally is so excited for summer   vacashion.                                  15.   vacation

16.  Many people thought the scientist was a   genious.                  16.  genius

17.  Rubies and emeralds are considered   precious   stones.          17.  CORRECT

18.     Dad wears glasses to improve his near-sighted   vision.              18.  CORRECT

19.  Mark stood in line to feed the   graffe   at the zoo.           19.  giraffe

20.  Ella will make a good teacher because she is   patient.            20.  CORRECT

Review Words

21.  Make sure you offer your brother a   sincere   apology.           21.  CORRECT

22.  I hope you   chouse   to do the right thing.           22.  choose

23.  Laughter is good   medicine   !                     23.  CORRECT

Challenge Words

24.  Gracie wanted to   chairish   the memories forever.          24.  cherish

25.  The house was in   shambles   after the tornado.          25.  CORRECT
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